The social web has emerged as a dominant information architecture accelerating technology innovation on an unprecedented scale. The utility of these developments to public health use cases like disease surveillance, information dissemination, outbreak prediction and so forth has been widely investigated and variously demonstrated in work spanning several published experimental studies and deployed systems. In this paper we provide an overview of automated disease surveillance efforts based on the social web characterized by their different high level design choices regarding functional aspects like user participation and language parsing approaches. We briefly discuss the technical rationale and practical implications of these different choices in addition to the key limitations associated with these systems within the context of operable disease surveillance. We hope this can offer some technical guidance to multi-disciplinary teams on how best to implement, interpret and evaluate disease surveillance programs based on the social web.
Introduction
Current global trends like increasing population densities and higher mobility of persons and goods mean epidemics have the potential to spread extremely rapidly [1, 2] thereby creating a need for equally fast reporting for early detection and investigation of outbreaks. Whereas traditional approaches like sentinel surveillance are still relevant, they are incapable of adequately addressing the needs of early detection due to time lags introduced by formal processes and their limited geographical reach. Webbased systems have emerged as an addition to these efforts. Web-based approaches offer almost instant reporting which in the case of the social web is made possible by billions of users spread out across the globe and generating a continuous deluge of information in what is probably the largest data gathering operation in the world. Most of this data is in the form of natural language text and is devoid of structure OJPHI necessitating information extraction routines before it can be converted to actionable epidemiological intelligence. It is also generated by non experts thereby raising legitimate concerns about its accuracy, reliability and verifiability. However, even long established approaches like EHR (Electronic Health Reporting) suffer from similar problems in addition to the fact that even in highly developed countries like the United States there are many areas where they are not well deployed [3] [4] [5] .
Disease surveillance attempts to answer five questions about disease events of interest often abbreviated as the 5Ws. These are what (the event diagnosis),where (the event location), when (the time of occurrence), who (the victim/patient) and why/how (the causal agents involved). Disease surveillance requires a continuous and rigorous data acquisition operation which can be both complex and logistically demanding. Regarding the amount of directed effort expended in the process of obtaining information, surveillance can be characterized as either active or passive. With active surveillance those in charge of the process actively seek information as opposed to passive surveillance where medical workers wait for cases to essentially report themselves in the normal process of patients seeking medical care or some alternative scenario. Both approaches are feasible on the social web.
Disease surveillance can also be classified as indicator based or event based. Indicator based surveillance encompasses traditional formal systems with regular, predetermined reporting times whereas event based surveillance is real-time and ad hoc and incorporates both formal and informal sources and usually entails loose case definitions. The focus of Web-based surveillance has nearly exclusively been on event based surveillance and all the systems covered in this paper are event based systems. Another term that has become nearly synonymous with this web-based disease surveillance is syndromic surveillance which is defined as an investigational approach where health department staff, assisted by automated data acquisition and generation of statistical alerts, monitor disease indicators in real-time or near real-time to detect outbreaks of disease earlier than would otherwise be possible with traditional public health methods [1] . The goal of syndromic surveillance is early detection and it generally employs pre-diagnostic data or more relaxed definitions of incidence referred to as syndromes. In both cases disease events are considered unconfirmed and warrant further investigation. This is the stance adopted by most implementations based on the social web.
The social web has been formally defined as a set of social relations that link people through the World Wide Web [6] . In functional terms it encompasses several services such as microblogs (Twitter, Tumblr),social networking (Facebook, Google+, Linkedin, Whatsapp), video sharing (Youtube, Vimeo), image sharing (Instagram, Flickr) and blogging to mention but a few. However, the boundaries of the social web have been extended by the rise of social Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) which are programming libraries that allow third party applications to make function calls to web services, and it now potentially includes the entire World Wide Web. Through social APIs services that aren't already social are easily "socializable" by incorporating social features like content sharing and user comments hosted on third party platforms. An example is here is Google which has incorporated social services like Google Hot Trends, Google Social Search and Google+ to mention but a few. Similarly Chinese search giant Baidu implemented Baidu Space which allows registered users to create personalized homepages in a query-based searchable community and Baidu bookmarks a social bookmarking service supported by Baidu.com.
The vast reach of the social web whose users currently number in billions [7] and the rise of social platforms means social data is probably the most complete record of current human affairs. It does not just offer the possibility of capturing users views on a multitude of subjects but their physical and mental OJPHI situation, geo-location, movements, connections and much more in a variety of data formats ranging from text to streaming video. This information is mostly unsolicited and is generated at an explosive pace with unprecedented variety. For instance Facebook.com, a single social networking service had 2.07 billion monthly active users of which 1.74 billion were daily active users generating information at a rate of 293,000 status updates, 510,000 comments and 136,000 photo updates a minute as of November 2017 [8] . This makes the social web a uniquely well suited architecture for the implementation of Web-based, syndromic surveillance systems. The key theme is user generated content and user interaction and by this criterion we shall exclude systems like Medisys [9] and GOARN (Global Outbreak and Alert response Network) [10] in which there is a strong distinction between the system's primary data entrants and the general public and the direction of information flow is strictly from the system to the general public with the general public being purely a consumer rather than a source of information.
Design Choices for Automated Disease Surveillance Systems and Studies on the Social Web
In this section we discuss some of the key high level design choices for disease surveillance systems and experimental studies. Figure 1 below depicts the typical analytical pipeline for Web-based disease surveillance. Dashed lines imply optional steps. Based on these steps we identify the following high level decisions that have to be made: The user participation model, language parsing methodology, multiplicity of data sources (whether single or multiple data sources are employed), number of diseases to be investigated, the ultimate objective (predictive modeling, real-time disease monitoring or explanatory modeling) and the choice of deployment platform. The simplest pipeline involves retrieving messages from a single source and aggregating and reporting this data usually as a map visualization. This applies to the case of explicit user participation where structured data is obtained from willing volunteers and disease reports are assumed to be true meaning there is no need for mathematical modeling or data preprocessing steps like translation, filtering and language parsing. 
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User Participation Model
Although the social web is participatory by nature, the extent to which users may be cognizant of the purposes for which their data is used differs. In most cases users are not explicitly recruited to volunteer information for the sole purpose of public health monitoring. For instance Google Flu trends and Google Dengue trends Google [11] which relied on user searches for flu and dengue fever related terms did not provide explicit notification to users that their searches were being monitored for this purpose. In this case it is assumed users have provided implicit permission for use of their data for additional purposes by agreeing to terms and conditions of social web services usually by the very act of using them. This approach raises some privacy concerns and some services like Twitter have attempted to offset them by allowing users to label their messages as private to make them unavailable for these additional purposes however the default visibility is set to public meaning user messages are available to third party access unless explicitly protected by the authors. This category also entails health news aggregators like GPHIN (Global Public Health Network) [12] and HealthMap.org which compile health related reports from a multitude of web based sources not necessarily dedicated to health reporting.
Another instance of implicit participation involves the use of automatically obtained data from embedded sensors like Propeller Health's sensor for asthma and COPD (Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease). Propeller Health has used data from its network of asthma and COPD patients to produce socalled asthma forecasts as well as track local asthma and COPD conditions in real-time for American cities. The service known as "Propeller Air" has been packaged into an API allowing it to be integrated into other websites and web services [13] [14] [15] . It has even been integrated into Alexa, Gogle's AI assistant allowing users to obtain local asthma data via a natural language interface by simply saying, "Get asthma conditions from Propeller".
Implicit user permission appears to be the de facto stance of most systems and studies based on social media [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this case users inadvertently report ongoing cases of interest in the course of using the system for some other purpose. Where unstructured textual data is involved this is technically challenging as it requires advanced text pre-processing and language parsing to extract useful information as messages are not necessarily generated for the purpose of communicating disease occurrence.
Alternatively, information may be explicitly requested for from the public. This is the approach adopted by implementations like flunearyou.org [23] for the United States of America which boasts over 60,000 users and influenzanet.eu [24] which currently covers eleven European countries. These systems rely on volunteers who knowingly and voluntarily report their flu symptoms. Influenzanet.eu started off as a Dutch service called degrotegriepmeting.nl which was able to recruit 20,000 volunteers in the Netherlands and Belgium in its first season and 30,000 volunteers in 2003 its first year of operation through a vigorous marketing campaign [25] and the so called Great Dutch influenza survey ("de Grote Griepmeting" in Dutch) has been carried out since then [26] , the second service was gripenet.pt a Portuguese service that was directly inspired by the success of the Dutch system and attracted 5000 volunteers between 2005 and 2007 [27] , a third service influweb.it was launched in Italy in 2008 [28] and finally a fourth system GrippeNet.fr was launched in France in 2012 and currently has 11811 active accounts [29] . These four teams decided to collaborate on the development of a unified European system directly leading to the birth of influenzanet.eu. In 2009, the Northern hemisphere H1N1pandemic accelerated plans to export the platform to a new country namely the United Kingdom in the form of a fifth system flusurvey.org.uk [30, 31] The appeal of explicit user involvement is that it requires less advanced language processing and is likely to generate better quality data than implicit user for instance ProMed-Mail [36] employs volunteer networks of professionals that report high quality disease incidence data for early detection of disease outbreaks with high accuracy. That said there is currently no conclusive research that consciously reported data from volunteers is better at predicting or monitoring diseases than automatically mined data inadvertently supplied by unwitting users in their public social posts. On the basis of the literature we have come across, implementations and experiments based on an implicit user participation model such as those conducted on Google Flu Trends and Twitter data [16, 17, 19, 37] seem to slightly outperform those based explicit volunteer reporting [26, 38, 39] in terms of how well they correlate with official data. This is probably as a consequence of the fact that systems based on widely deployed social platforms like Twitter make up for their poor data quality by accessing a far larger number of potential "volunteers" comprising every one of the billions of social web users. Furthermore, even with selfreported data problems of verifiability persist. For instance it is not possible to remotely diagnose an infectious disease and services like influenzanet.eu have to rely on so-called "syndrome definitions" which are basically groups of symptoms that if they co-occur have a high probability of being indicative of a given illness. However, even when individuals faithfully report these, there is a significant overlap between different diseases in terms of symptoms and the same symptoms could be caused by potentially unrelated conditions. Furthermore, systems based on self-reported information are useless when users do not provide this information for any reason and therefore require elaborate marketing campaigns and reminder mechanisms to ensure a continuous stream of data. Volunteer driven systems generally suffer from user attrition [40] and as a consequence require a concerted effort to maintain user participation and engagement in addition to continuous user recruitment. However, there is always a chance that these same users are inadvertently revealing this same information in the process of communicating with their social connections hence the utility of systems that are always listening in on user conversations for any relevant mentions of disease related words.
Finally, from an operational overhead point of view implicit user participation is far cheaper than explicit participation as social APIs eliminate the need to explicitly enroll volunteers allowing operational details like marketing and maintaining user engagement to remain external to the surveillance process. In addition by comparison to explicit participation it has very low infrastructure requirements as there is no technical need to store disaggregated user data. There are also implementations which employ a hybrid user participation for certain aspects of the process such as Crowdbreaks.org [21] which employs volunteers to annotate messages for its classification a mechanism they refer to as "user-driven data refinement".
Language Parsing Methodology
Where users are not explicitly aware that their conversations are being monitored for diseases surveillance messages will be highly unstructured and contain additional artifacts like emoticons, URLs (Universal Resource Locators), slang and multimedia in addition to errors like misspellings. Hence some language parsing is required and from this perspective web based disease surveillance systems can be broadly categorized as rule-based systems or machine learning systems. Rule-based approaches extract OJPHI useful data by using manually generated rules. For instance Doan et al [41] use rules like the presence of references to negation and humour in conjunction with shallow parsing with the RASP grammatical parser [42] to filter Twitter messages about the flu. The simplest rule based systems employ keyword matching approaches which assume messages to be relevant if they contain certain keywords [11, 19, 43, 44] . In projects like BioCaster [45] , Bio Storm (Biological Spatio-Temporal Outbreak Reasoning Module) [46] , MediSys [47] , GPHIN and HealthMap.org [48] these keywords are have further been hierarchically structured into ontologies or taxonomies. Ontologies allow for more structured definitions that may simplify tasks like dictionary maintenance and support for multiple languages by modularizing concept definitions.
There are two approaches for implementing multi-lingual systems the first involves translating messages to a common language such as English and then applying some parsing rules that are usually based on an ontology, in this case you have a single ontology definition. This is the approach taken by the HealthMap project which relies on the Google Translate service for translation. The second involves creating different versions of the ontology for different languages which was the approach that was taken by the Biocaster project. The advantage of the former approach is that it is likely to support more languages as freely accessible public APIs are well maintained and constantly adding new languages for instance Google Translate currently supports 103 languages [49] whereas BioCaster supported 8 languages [50] .The advantage of the latter approach is that it may provide better performance than machine translation which is still relatively inaccurate particularly for noisy data sources like social media and may not always produce reliable results.
However, it is difficult to create and maintain exhaustive domain definitions using static rules. Simple rules like text matching are susceptible to false positives as in many cases keywords may be mentioned in irrelevant contexts on the other hand longer more elaborate rules may be susceptible to false negatives as a result of the fact that it is impossible to write rules that account for the full variety of expressions people may use to communicate morbidity. This may result in inaccurate models as generally some positive correlative relationship is sought between the volume of keywords and disease activity on the ground. For instance equation 1 below depicts the formula employed to relate keyword volume with official ILI data by fitting the log-odds of an ILI physician visit with an ILI related search query for the Google Flu Trends project by Ginsberg et al [37] . P represents the percentage of ILI physician visits, β0 is the intercept.
Given such a formulation, imprecise semantic filtering will likely negatively impact results. We are not aware of any studies that have attempted deep semantic filtering on search engine data but for microblog data such as Twitter data it has been shown to be the case that more robust semantic filtering improves results. This is achieved with a second approach known as machine learning. With a machine learning approach explicit rules do not need to be written as these are automatically learned from data by some machine learning algorithm. With this approach first a keyword-based approach is applied and then messages are further filtered using machine learning algorithms. Machine learning will generally impose higher infrastructure requirements due to the increased computational overheads of running machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning also imposes higher operational overheads as a result of the additional cycle of activities related to training and keeping language models updated. Figure 2 depicts a generic Natural OJPHI language Processing (NLP) cycle for unstructured textual data typical of the social web. The NLP cycle starts with corpus generation which entails obtaining messages from which to create language models from social platforms. The key concern at this phase is ensuring that the messages obtained are actually representative of the data. Additionally obtaining a sufficiently dense sample may not be straightforward. Whereas there is an unprecedented amount of information on the social web, its distribution is tilted towards certain popular topics. Therefore for some topics it may not be possible to obtain sufficient information to create reasonable data driven language models. However, many social platforms that have implemented APIs simplify this step. For instance the Twitter API allows one to obtain randomly sampled messages for a given keyword eliminating the need to create web scrapping tools to obtain messages. The data also requires pre-processing which may involve several steps such as translation for multilingual pipelines. Other typical steps include duplicate removal, data cleansing steps like removal of punctuation and other social media related artifacts like hashtags, URLs and emoticons, sentence segmentation, tokenization, normalization, part of speech tagging, noun phrase chunking and finally annotation. The next step is feature engineering. In many situations the words themselves are taken as OJPHI the features and simply vectorized. More advanced techniques are possible like distributional word embeddings such as neural word embeddings like word2vec [51] which represent words as low dimensional vectors and are able to conserve non trivial semantic relationships for instance where v(King) is the vector for "king" it has been found that v(King) -v(Man) + v(Woman) returns roughly the same value as v(Queen) . In addition distributional representations have been found to improve the results of NLP tasks such as classification and achieve state of the art results for other tasks like named entity recognition with methods such as recurrent neural networks. However, their application in this domain is limited to a few examples like the work by Magumba et al [52] who employed word2vec embeddings learned from conceptual representations of tweets to create message classification models for general purpose disease incidence detection.
The next step is training a model using these features followed by validation of the model. The entire sequence of activities required to encode a message as a vector of features has got to be repeated on the fly for every message for live systems. This includes all pre-processing and feature extraction steps in addition to decoding the message into some result using the learned model. Intermediate steps like part of speech tagging and noun phrase chunking have their own pipelines and require similar language resources like annotated training data for model training and validation.
Given the high throughput of these systems the computational requirements of this pipeline are a real technical concern that must be addressed at design time. For text processing algorithms computational complexity is typically expressed in terms of processing time (time complexity) and memory requirement (space complexity) as a function of some property of the data. Typical properties employed for complexity evaluations include the average length of a message and the number of messages. Usual workarounds to computational complexity typically rely on parellization strategies in which the computing load is distributed across multiple elements like processors which undoubtedly introduces additional costs. In addition algorithmic compromises are usually made for complex algorithms like CRFs and log linear models such as limiting the number of context words at a small cost to performance. Furthermore approximate inference approaches like Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Coordinate Descent can be employed to dramatically reduce the training time complexity of several methods such as logistic regression and SVMs (Support Vector Machines). Typical applications of machine learning in this domain include classification and named entity recognition. Classification entails distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant messages with classification algorithms like logistic regression classifiers [16] , Support vector machines (SVMs) with polynomial kernels [18] , log linear models [53] , and Naive Bayes classification [54] . Named entity recognition (NER) which entails automatic detection of entities like persons, disease events and locations with methods such as SVMs [54] and linear chain Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [55] .
Unsupervised approaches on the other hand do not require any annotated data and instead rely on some objective function like the Euclidean distance between vectorial representations of messages. These techniques are generally clustering algorithms that partition a corpus of messages and other data into clusters of closely related signals. The clusters may be used as target categories to train classification models for classifying new messages or may be employed as syndroms for generalized syndromic surveillance as with Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM) [56] employed in Healthtweets.org [20] .
Other techniques include Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [57] , Expectation Maximization (EM) clustering [58] and bisecting k-means algorithm [59] to mention but a few.
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These techniques will also require some feature engineering to overcome noise like irrelevant words and achieve some level of generalization. Purely data driven approaches commonly employ a vector of the most frequently occurring words as the vocabulary and mask over rare words. The size of the vocabulary is usually set by trial and error. A thresholding approach where tokens whose frequencies are below a certain value are eliminated may also be used as an alternative to setting some arbitrary vocabulary length. Depending on the algorithm the resulting representation may be the same length as the original message as with distributional clustering approaches like LDA or a fixed length vector with the same length as the vocabulary as with centroid based clustering techniques like k-means. In the latter case a one hot encoding is typically employed which is a binary representation indicating whether or not each vocabulary item occurs in a given message. These datasets are usually characterized by large vocabularies and short messages therefore this is usually a very sparse vector with most items set to zero. This can then be subjected to additional transformations like Principal Component Analysis for dimensionality reduction [58] .
The key difficulty with unsupervised methods is that they require one to set hyper parameters and choosing optimal values for hyper parameters could be challenging and requires one to make some potentially unjustified a priori assumptions about the data like the number of topics in addition to alpha and beta parameters that describe the distribution of words over topics and topics over documents respectively for LDA. Considering that word and topic distributions are not static on the social web this raises practical concerns on how to keep models up to date as good guesses of these hyper parameters have to be continuously supplied as the underlying word and topic distributions change. Furthermore, sometimes there are issues of interpretability of results for instance LDA will not always return topics that make sense and therefore require some human mediation.
Finally there are implementations that employ a hybrid human mediated automatic language parsing procedure such as GPHIN which automatically calculates so-called "relevancy scores" for each article. Articles with a high score are automatically published but those with low scores go through a second manual check by a human analyst [60] . Such a setup minimizes the possibility of false negatives.
Multiplicity of Data Sources
It is a requirement for these approaches to analyze as much signal data as possible in order for them to be as representative as possible. The natural approach to achieving this has been to incorporate as many data sources as possible. This is an the approach that has been employed by systems like Healthmap.org and the "Outbreaks Near Me" mobile application which incorporate data from GoogleNews, ProMedMail, World health organization reports, Geo Sentinel, OIE (the World organization for animal health), EuroSurvillence, Baidu News, Soso info and the Wildlife Data Integration Network. Many of these sources are themselves aggregators of multiple sources for instance Google News aggregates more than 50,000 news websites [61], ProMed-Mail itself relies on media reports, official reports, online summaries, local observers, and others.
Whereas there is some experimental evidence that suggests that employing multiple data sources may improve accuracy and robustness of predictive algorithms, maintaining multiple APIs and data extraction pipelines imposes a significant amount of operational overhead on the process. There also additional issues that will have to be resolved such as dealing with different data representations and formats and varying spatial and temporal granularity across different data sources. 
Number of Diseases Monitored
Regarding the epidemiological focus of these works in terms of diseases of interest one can formulate two broad categories that is work that has concentrated on a singular illness such as flu-prediction.com, flusurvey.co.uk, Google Flu and Google Dengue Trends that concentrated on the flu and Dengue fever respectively in addition to most work on Twitter which has concentrated on the flu [16] [17] [18] [19] 23] . The second category involves systems that are able to handle multiple diseases. Depending on the underlying method this second category can be further subdivided into systems that handle a determinate set of diseases and generalized approaches that can potentially identify an unbounded number of ailments.
The former include systems such as the ontology and taxonomy based systems which as already discussed ultimately rely on text matching to extract predefined disease entities. A second more complex instance of this category involves topic modeling based approaches such as ATAM based on LDA [57] . As already noted these require some hyper parameters like alpha and beta parameters in this case which themselves require some prior assumptions of topic distributions the topics in this case being individual diseases. As already mentioned, further human mediation is required to determine if the resulting topics make sense. In this case the number of possible ailments is bounded by the number of topics or clusters set at training time whereupon new messages are classified using some distance measure like Euclidean distance. Furthermore, these approaches do not directly return ailments but rather clusters of messages with a high likelihood containing the same topics. The key limitation of employing such fixed definitions is that such systems are incapable of accommodating new health concerns such as emerging diseases without significant re-work.
For a more direct and truly generalized automated approach the most promising systems are those that apply machine learning based named entity recognition algorithms such as CRFs (55] . These rely on features like the order of words and other features like word prefixes and suffixes to label words as entities like persons, drugs and diseases. This approach is not limited to a reference dictionary and can potentially detect previously unseen ailments. A key drawback of this approach is that machine learning driven named entity recognition so far performs quite poorly on social data for instance the experiments by Jimeno-Yepes et al [55] reported a precision of 0.755 and a recall 0.62 on a data set of 11,647 tweets. This means that 25% of tokens identified as mentions diseases by the model were not and nearly 40% of tokens that referred to diseases were labeled as mentions of other entities. We would only expect performance to further deteriorate in a live implementation. However, we are not currently aware of any OJPHI automated disease surveillance systems that have incorporated machine learning driven named entity recognition in their analytical pipeline.
As far as we know general threat monitoring has generally been deployed by human moderated systems like ProMed-Mail and GPHIN. Where the goal is predictive modeling, separate analytical pipelines are required for each new ailment as with Google Flu Trends for flu and Google Dengue Trends for Dengue fever as generally predictive epidemic models are not transferable between different diseases and from this perspective a generalized data extraction interface offers little gains however where the goal is to monitor some unspecified threat such as bioterrorism in real-time it would be extremely beneficial.
Predictive Modeling, Real-time Monitoring and Explanatory Modeling
Regarding the ultimate objective there are several ways to characterize the body of work, there are predictive systems that generally attempt to provide early warning for prospective disease outbreaks before they are reported by official systems, then there are systems intended primarily for monitoring the progress of outbreaks in real-time and finally there is work of an exploratory nature aimed at finding patterns and explaining disease related phenomena like causality, spatio-temporal clustering and disease dispersal networks that we refer to as explanatory modeling. Assuming a population of one individual figure 3 below depicts the usual progression of disease and the applicable system objectives at each phase in terms of prediction or monitoring from the point of view of that individual. However, populations comprise several individuals and in general disease will progress differently for each individual with each phase commencing and concluding at different times. As a consequence there is significant overlap between prediction and monitoring. Where there is an unusually high number of individuals falling ill at roughly the same time for a given disease and population it is referred to as an outbreak.
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In general we refer to implementations that employ pre-diagnostic data such as searches for certain keywords as predictive modeling and based on the prediction time horizon these can further be categorized into nowcasting and forecasting. Nowcasting refers to tracking outbreaks as they occur but due to process lags in formal surveillance systems like ILINet (Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network) now-casting systems have been known to "predict" official statistics up to two weeks in advance [37] . Forecasting involves longer time horizons or at least is intended to for instance there are works that have employed the term forecasting for time horizons that are shorter or comparable to nowcasting systems for instance Dugas et al [65] use statistical methods to make predictions that are one week in advance of official statistics.
For a clearer technical distinction we can employ the shape of the model input data. Assuming a simple system with a single predictor variable x and a single target y and X and Y are vectors of values such that = ( 1 , 2 , 3 … … . ) and = ( 1 , 2 , 3 … … . ). For nowcasting approaches such as the Google Flu Trends method the model input takes the form
Here the disease activity Y is assumed to be only dependent on the value of X at that given time and the goal is to predict Y given some X. For forecasting the model input is a time series corresponding to a chronological history of observed disease activity bounded by number of lag observations. For instance for a lag of two for data that is t observations long given Yt denotes the value of Y at time t the model input would take the form For the purpose of forecasting, a variety of supervised machine learning approaches have been applied and these include multivariate regression models [66] , ensemble prediction approaches [67] , BoxJenkins Generalized Linear Models (GLM) and Generalized Linear Auto Regressive Moving Average (GARMA) [65] . Similar methods have been applied for nowcasting particularly regression techniques [64] in addition to aberrancy detection techniques [46] . For forecasting longest time horizons are around 2 months [68, 69, 70] . However, the vast majority of work in this domain is on nowcasting and it entails systems like Google Flu and Google Dengue Trends, flunearyou.org and the majority of studies reviewed here [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Real-time disease monitoring is post-diagnostic meaning the condition has already been identified and it involves keeping track of suspected or confirmed outbreaks and epidemiological incidents. In these implementations there is no need to build predictive models to relate signal data to official data as these systems report cases with a high level of confidence and generally assume their sources to be true but not necessarily representative. These kinds of implementations will rely on high quality data sources like networks of public health professionals and include systems like HealthMap.org, ProMed-Mail, BioCaster, GPHIN and the "Outbreaks Near Me" mobile application. For implementations like the influenzanet.eu systems and flunearyou.org which rely on information provided directly by the population there is less certainty about the accuracy of diagnosis and therefore a weaker claim is made by employing more fluid syndromic incidence definitions rather than reporting cases of specific conditions. The general approach for such systems is to have users indicate their symptoms in an online form and if users exceed some number of symptoms the system takes this as a positive diagnosis for some syndrome as opposed to detecting a specific disease. For the systems mentioned above the syndrome is "flu-like illnesses".
Explanatory modeling is geared towards understanding the mechanics of disease emergence and spread and thereby identifying at risk individuals or populations and modeling effective interventions. With predictive modeling the mechanics are more or less irrelevant as all that is required is a positive correlative relationship between a signal variable that is usually the volume of messages about a given topic and disease activity on the ground. Explanatory modeling includes work on geospatial cluster analysis [47, 68, 70] and social networking analysis [71] . Geo-spatial cluster analysis involves determining clusters of locations with elevated level of cases during an outbreak. This is important because disease cases will not be uniformly geographically distributed and targeted interventions require more fine-tuned location data. Social networking analysis investigates interconnections between individuals and may be employed to determine at risk individuals or populations.
System Deployment Options
There are two main deployment options namely web and mobile. Most large scale deployments are in the form of web applications that run in a browser. The main advantage of this approach is that the service is made instantly available to most internet capable devices which normally ship with a default browser program. However, web implementations are not guaranteed to render uniformly as different vendors do not uniformly implement web standards like HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). In addition, the user experience for desktop sites when accessed from smaller devices is usually inferior to that on desktop due to the smaller size of the display. A common compromise is to create a minimal version of the web site referred to a mobile site. Web servers can then detect the client's browser via information such as the "USER AGENT" HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) request header and load the appropriate website version. However, as depicted in figure 4 the number of users accessing mobile internet on smaller devices like smartphones and tablets has grown quickly since their introduction eventually overtaking that of users accessing internet via desktop on first November 2016. As a consequence of this there has been a rapid upsurge in mobile applications. 
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Mobile applications have several advantages of web applications in terms of how they interact with the user especially where an explicit user participation model is employed. First of all most mobile applications do not explicit logon, in addition it is possible to program reminders and integrate them with the phone's native functions like phone vibration which could be more effective tools for maintaining user engagement than mass marketing campaigns such as email broadcasts that are typically employed by web applications. In addition, a more intimate connection is expected between participants and their phones which they keep on their person for most of the day than desktops or laptops which they interact with intermittently providing more opportunities for users to engage with the application for instance research shows that young adults use their smartphones an average of 5 hours a day which is 30% of their total waking time [72] . Interestingly, none of the large scale explicit user participation systems discussed so far offers a mobile website or mobile application for that matter. However, mobile website versions and applications are offered by Healthmap.org whose mobile platform "Outbreaks Near Me" is deployed on Android platform and Propeller Health that has both Android and IOS implementations. Both services employ an implicit user participation model.
Another important factor particularly for the developing world is price. Low end Android phones can go for as low as $25 USD [73] and can be used in areas with intermittent power or no power at all as they can be reliably recharged by off-grid options like solar chargers. They have also been applied extensively in monitoring diseases in plants and livestock where disease monitoring greatly benefits from mobile data collection units as it is impractical to transport plants and livestock to central facilities for diagnosis and treatment necessitating data collectors to actively seek information in the field. Examples include implementations like "Be seen Be safe" for real-time monitoring and modeling of poultry outbreaks in Canada which is available on both Android Playstore and Apple's app store and the Mcrops project by Makerere University in Uganda that employs image processing techniques to identify cassava diseases with smartphones and relay results in real-time to data analysts [74, 75] . The Mcrops project has rolled out three apps on Android namely whitefly detection, Necrosis Detect and Adsurv. They are also particularly useful in fast changing environments such as the American navy's PASSION project (Precise At-Sea Ship System for Indoor-Outdoor Navigation system) which was intended to track on board outbreaks for the American naval fleet [76], the Android based system was an extension of previous work in Zambia and Colombia by the ONR (Office of Naval Research) and is applicable to dynamic situations like disaster relief in addition to the. An important decision for mobile application deployments is the choice of platform as unlike web deployments different versions of the application are required for every target mobile platform. Developing for multiple platforms certainly imposes higher expenses and has to be clearly justified. Figure 5 depicts the popularity of different mobile platforms by market share from 2009 to 2017. As shown in the figure, the vast majority of devices are running Android operating system making it the default platform choice for most scenarios. In some countries like the United States the split between the two leading platforms namely Android and IOS is more even at 55.4% and 43% respectively [77] necessitating mobile implementations to roll out at least two versions of their applications to cater for the two options. For most large services the minimum deployment comprises a web application and at least one mobile implementation. The fact that several projects covered in this discussion have only a web deployment is indicative of the infancy of this domain.
IOS is generally very poorly represented in developing countries due to the fact that IOS products are typically more expensive. However, even the relatively low cost of Android devices may be prohibitive for many individuals in the poorest countries. In addition these devices require an internet subscription and internet coverage both of which cannot be taken for granted in many parts of the world. This has led to massive interest in SMS (Short Message Service) technology in the developing world. SMS based apps eliminate most of the financial hurdles associated with other technologies, in addition every single cell phone is SMS capable. The downside is that feature-wise SMS based interfaces are limited as they are text based. However, we are currently unaware of any efforts that have been implemented as truly social undertakings. The standard model seems to be to rely on a group of trained data entrants with a view of enhancing reporting within formal structures as opposed to sourcing health information directly from the general public [78] [79] [80] . 
Summary
Whereas the preceding discussion has mainly focused on a textual analytical pipeline, we would like to point out that this is only because the majority of the work by far has employed textual signal data but it is not necessarily the limit of what is possible for instance Garimella et al [81] used automated image processing techniques like machine annotation to track lifestyle diseases such as obesity and excessive drinking using geo-tagged Instagram posts. We expect that as social media systems continue to grow in terms of users and machine learning and other analytical tools become more established more advanced forms of processing and data collection will become feasible. One such emerging field is the use of data from smart wearables and embedded sensors like the Propeller Health device referred to above that is attached to a user's inhaler or Bluetooth spirometer. In addition widely available devices like smart watches come packed with an array of sensors that given the right software can detect physiological signals like the wearer's heartbeat, muscle activity and stress levels. Embedded sensors make it possible to have high precision individual level surveillance of vital health signs like cardiac rhythms in a noninvasive way with very little conscious effort by the wearer. These technologies typically employ some OJPHI intermediate computing device like a smart phone as a gateway node for local storage and data uplink to remote servers.
However, most vendors, with a few exceptions like Propeller Health, do not yet have dense enough networks of users to reliably execute public level health monitoring but certain product categories like smart watches are already widely deployed meaning we are quickly approaching a time when this will be feasible. Figure 6 shows the number of smart wearables sold worldwide by category from 2014 to 2017 depicting steady growth in the sector. It also reveals that majority of wearables are in the form of health and fitness trackers followed by smart watches. There is currently a lot of promising research in embedded sensor technologies capable of monitoring practically every physiological signal such as smart textiles that can measure stress levels and neural muscular abnormalities through embedded miniaturised ECGs (electrocardiograms) and EMGs (electromyograms) [82] [83] [84] . As the field advances these can only become cheaper, less invasive and more widespread. Finally we would like to point out that some systems mentioned in this discussion that are currently not live. These include Google Flu Trends and Google Dengue Trends that were retired in 2014, BioCaster which was retired in 2012 and Healthtweets.org and Crowdbreaks.org that are still in development. The Google Flu/Dengue Trends and BioCaster systems have been included because they were among the first large scale projects to be deployed for web based disease surveillance and their data and methods have widely been employed as benchmarks. Healthtweets.org and Crowdbreaks.org have been included because they are pioneering applications of large scale machine learning for textual processing in this domain. Table 1 below provides a summary of the preceding discussion. 
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Limitations of Automated Disease Surveillance Systems and Studies on the Social web
In this section we discuss some key caveats pertaining to the operationalization of disease surveillance based on social data. These are meant to inform implementers on the limits of these methods and guide deployment decisions and the interpretation of results. These include issues like the irregular distribution of signal and target data leading to geo-spatial gaps in data, inconsistencies in the location resolution of data, inherent data biases and the availability of data and language resources particularly for supervised machine learning method.
Geo-spatial Gaps in Data and Inconsistent Location Resolution of Data Points
Services like Google and Twitter are capable of obtaining a user's location with a resolution in excess of a millionth of latitude and longitude, an area equivalent to a thirty square feet wide circle on the ground, however most data is not geo-tagged and the distribution is such that most social web users are clustered into a few places like urban centres. Furthermore, although it is technically trivial to obtain high level location data like the country of origin of a social post with the leading social APIs, more fine grained geo-location usually requires users to explicitly disclose their location and most users do not. As a consequence most studies are based on data that is aggregated nationwide [11, 16, 17, 19, 44, 66, 67] .
The problem with this is that it implicitly assumes that an entire nation or even a city is a single homogenous region. Such models are limiting as these predictions are ostensibly created to allow health officials to plan in advance but in this regard they fall short as they give no information on the geographical distribution of cases. Several types of heterogeneity do exist meaning such that it may be OJPHI more useful to view the population as a metapopulation1. That is local conditions such as the immunity of different subpopulations and the efficacy of medical interventions may so significantly alter the parameters of a geographically distributed epidemic or outbreak that it may be more accurate to model it as a collection of distinct sub epidemics that may even be out of sync with each other. As an example figure 7 below shows district level epidemic trajectories for the 2014-2015 Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone. It is quite clear that there were significant differences in epidemic curves for different districts in particular the curves for Kenema and Kailahun in the middle plot were significantly out of phase with other districts. Furthermore, even though the first cases were observed in Kenema and Bo the number of cases shot up rapidly in Kenema and rose at a much slower rate in Bo peaking as the incidence had already began to decline in Kenema. Such effects would be concealed by a country level model. Unfortunately for most locations it is currently not possible to reliably obtain sufficiently dense geotagged social data at this level of detail. However, where possible we recommend smaller models, such as district level models in this case, from which global models can be obtained by aggregation as demonstrated by Dugas et al [65] who used Google Flu Trends data to create predictions for individual medical centers. In most cases the distribution and availability of both signal and target data prohibits such an approach.
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Figure 7: District level epidemic trajectories for the 2014-2015 Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone. Weekly incidence records for each district are shown as colored 'x', solid line in the corresponding color is the approximate average incidence. Dates shown on the x-axis (dd/mm/yy) are endings of epidemic weeks. Source: Yang et al [105] For the case of unavailable target data, work by Generous et al [68] has shown that in some situations models may be transferable between locations for particular diseases. They obtained positive results for influenza between Japan and Thailand and Thailand and the United States. This means that at least in the context of availability of target data it may be possible to employ models from resource-rich locations and contexts to at least make default, fallback predictions for resource-poor locations and contexts given demonstrably similar causal factors. However, in situations where it is not possible to obtain sufficiently dense social data for a given target location these methods are completely unusable.
Data Biases
The effect of some inherent biases has not been rigorously examined. Olteanu et al [85] highlight four possible biases namely population biases, behavioral biases, temporal variations and data redundancy. Population biases have to do with the distribution of different demographics, this is of importance here as demographics play some role in the spatio-temporal dynamics of disease spread [86] . This compounded with the fact that social data is often heavily tilted in favor of certain demographic categories has raised some queries about its representativeness. In some studies attempts have been made to correct these distortions for instance Tilston et al [39] split their data according to age category then re-weight it such that incidence frequencies for categories that were underrepresented in the data versus the population were upwardly adjusted whereas those for categories that were overrepresented in the data versus the population were downwardly adjusted. The weight of an individual Wigiven is the actual proportion of the individual's population category in the population and is the proportion of the individual's population in the survey data was then computed as follows:
However, systematic investigations into the role of these demographic distortions on the performance of these methods are generally lacking. For instance in the work by Tilston et al no empirical justification is made for weighting data such as comparing the performance of the weighted approach against that of an un-weighted approach.
Behavioral biases refer to how users behave in different contexts for instance Teevan et al [87] found that Twitter queries are more related to transient, temporary relevant situations whereas web queries by users about a topic evolved as users knowledge about topics increased. In other words, users had specialized purposes for different social services. Behavioral biases also include content production biases which encompass several observations such as the fact that there are geo-spatial linguistic variations within countries [88] . Temporal variations refer to time dependent differences in populations and behaviors. For instance if you carried out the same exact experiment at different times it is possible to sample entirely different users [89, 90] .
As a consequence of all this models eventually age and become inconsistent with the reality on the ground requiring new models to be created over time. Training new models over time will impose OJPHI additional overheads which must be anticipated at design time. It is also important that experiments employ the correct temporal granularity or risk missing instances of relevant phenomena that is for short-lived phenomena a fine grained temporal granularity is required and conversely a coarse grained temporal granularity is required for long term phenomena. For instance you would have to be mindful of disease specific temporal characteristics like communicable periods and incubation periods. As an example the incubation period (the time between infection and first onset of symptoms) of Salmonella food poisoning is 6-48 hours therefore data for predictive modeling or monitoring of Salmonella outbreaks must originate from a data source that is updated at least hourly otherwise predictions and estimates may lag or become out of sync with the reality events on the ground.
Finally, redundancies may bias the data. It is not uncommon to have the same message posted several times or have several messages which are fundamentally equivalent. For instance Twitter has a "retweet" function which essentially allows users to propagate a message of interest throughout their network. Care has to be taken to deal with such redundancy or it may bias the quantitative inferences made from the data. Retweets are easy to deal with but where several messages refer to the same event but are lexically divergent and posted by different users advanced cross document co-reference resolution is required to determine entity mentions that are equivalent. We are presently unaware of any work on cross document co-reference resolution of disease event mentions on the social web. Matters become even more complicated where multiple data sources are employed as key events like disease outbreaks are likely to be communicated via several outlets. Redundancy does not only exist for major events but even at an individual user level as many users have multiple social accounts. This raises important questions about how best to architect multi-data source solutions for instance is it better to merge all the data sources into a single data stream or to create an ensemble of predictive models? Such questions are currently unanswered.
Accessibility of Data and Availability of Language Resources
Where supervised machine learning techniques are applied for language parsing there is need for annotated in-domain data. Given the sheer volume of messages on social media and the speed with which the lexicon evolves [11] creating representative datasets is very challenging. Generally speaking work on language processing disease surveillance in the social web has dealt with comparatively small datasets for instance Conway et al [91] use N-grams and semantic features to classify documents in the BioCaster corpus which comprises 1000 documents, Paul and Dredze [18] have to rely on Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk) tool [92] to generate a corpus of 5,128 tweets labeled as related or unrelated. These are relatively small compared to standard corpora like the IMDB corpus [93] which contains 50,000 annotated reviews. Small datasets increase the likelihood of over fitted models which are characterized by extremely high performance on training data but unreliable performance on production data.
Also there is a general lack of standard datasets and in most cases studies have had to resort to creating their own data. Other systems like Crowdbreaks.org have attempted to circumvent this problem by relying on crowd sourced message annotation by having site visitors label messages as either relevant or irrelevant. However, this comes at the price of having inconsistent definitions of message relevancy. Given the dynamic nature of social web data and users continuous and semi-automated means of corpora generation and maintenance are necessary. How to exactly arrive at a logistically optimal method for this however requires some dedicated research. In addition there is need for some dedicated effort towards creating standardized language resources which at the moment do not really exist making OJPHI it difficult to compare the performance of different approaches to similar tasks. For text data the usual data source is server search logs [1, 44, 69] , for social media data the majority of the work has employed Twitter's streaming API which allows free access to 1% of the Twitter feed. Another open option is Wikipedia article access logs [68] . However, in general terms free public access to data is uncommon and most systems require high level organizational approval for any form of meaningful access.
Overfitting
Where machine learning and statistical modelling are employed the practise is to sample as much data as possible and then split this data into training and testing datasets. The instinct is then to maximise the performance of whatever learned models on the training data however this makes two unjustifiable assumptions. The first is that the data is representative. This is problematic because of the huge amount of data involved for instance 400 million tweets only represents 1% the tweets in a year [94] and this percentage is ever getting smaller. However, as noted in the previous section, particularly with supervised approaches for language parsing the annotated training data is seldom more than a few thousand messages. It is therefore quite difficult to determine how much confidence may be assigned to such models. A second even more troublesome assumption is that the problem space is well defined. There are indeed unknown unknowns coupled with a dynamic problem space further complicating the modeling problem. Furthermore, researchers are generally more eager to report results on high performance models but in many instances these models essentially just overfit the training data. This means that models are tuned to maximize performance on the training sample rather than to generalize. A well known example of a model that performed well in development but poorly on live data is that of that of Google 
Conclusion
Whereas the preceding section highlights several limitations, it is important to note that the caveats highlighted are not unique to the social web and are more or less general issues related to electronic disease surveillance but the sheer volume, variety and velocity of social data and the unprecedented reach of the social web amplify these problems to new proportions. However, those very characteristics of social data present previously unavailable opportunities for disease surveillance. For instance, for most social platforms such as social networking sites and microblogs this data is unsolicited essentially making the social web a self-updating database. This effectively eliminates the need for elaborate data collection infrastructure as data gathering is simply a matter of implementing the relevant social API and is essentially external to the surveillance process. Social APIs further simplify additional tasks like geolocation and information filtering which would otherwise extremely complex to operationalize with traditional approaches.
Furthermore many of these pitfalls like geo-spatial gaps in data and unrepresented demographics are effectively solving themselves as a consequence of contemporary technology and social trends for instance more and more people are accessing mobile computing devices and connecting to the internet [97, 98] . Provided data exists in the form of signal data like search engine queries and social media messages and target data like ILINet statistics, web based techniques have been shown to have a wide range of applicability. Promising results have been obtained for most disease categories by mode of transmission. These include vector borne diseases [11] , airborne diseases [16] [17] [18] [19] , food borne diseases OJPHI [63, 64, 99] , contagious diseases [69] , water borne diseases [62] , sexually transmitted diseases [71] , non communicable diseases [100] and even psychiatric conditions like suicide risk [101] .
However, data remains a huge challenge. Whereas the social web alleviates many of the infrastructural burdens related with traditional formal systems it still requires target data for model development and validation. Unfortunately, in many contexts electronic health reporting is poorly developed making it impossible to build predictive models or validate the efficacy of social data for monitoring purposes. In addition, as noted earlier access to data like server search logs is usually heavily restricted therefore limiting the pool of researchers and systems that can employ it to those with high level organizational clearance. Regardless, major strides have been made with the little open data available and based on the enormous research interest and the evidence from the few large scale deployments we anticipate that many more stakeholders will begin to see this as an essential part of the disease surveillance process. 
